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Editors Ramblings
I’ll have to start by thanking Jody, Emma, Rock SC

and the events crew for a wicked nationals - if you

weren’t there then you missed a trip to definitely one

of the prettiest nationals venues I’ve ever visited.

Having not been to Chelsea on Sea before I thought

it a lovely place (luckily Tamara and Rupert had gone

home / to uni / travelling in Thailand) and therefore

we largely had the place to ourselves, and about 300

old ladies walking their dogs up and down the beach

- is this the secret dog walking crapital of SW Eng-

land? We had a great race committee who definitely

had cast iron stomachs - rather then them me out in

the 10 foot swells and light winds of the weekend. If

you ran home on Tuesday night well you missed

taking advantage of the wicked windsurfing breeze,

lovely countryside and big wave surf action we had

for the rest of the week, not forgetting the exclusive

dinner chez Dr. Vic’s which knocked Padstein into a

cocked hat.

Talking of the nationals, we had a good AGM on the

Monday evening with lots of great points raised, but

not too much waffle. I recommend that if you didn’t

attend you read the full minutes of the AGM, which

are on the website as at the end of the day it’s your

class, but there are a few key points that I’d like to

note: -

1) UK series for 2006-07 season will run from the

Nationals ‘06 to the Nationals ‘07, as this will allow us

to have a series prize giving at the nationals and

hopefully put more emphasis into the UK series

events. Events running at the back end of the 2006

Series, will count for both the ‘06 series and the

‘06-07’ series. In the following year this double count-

ing will not exist

2) Spending some lovely money - now that we are

distributing 4play via PDF rather than print, and

based on good husbandry by the current and previ-

ous treasurers  / membership secretary the class has

some cash it wants to spend in sensible fashion on

development of the class and some good ideas were

considered on the objectives of what we wanted to

achieve with spending this cash.

3) New Chairman - Chris Gould retired from the post

of Chair and handed over the reigns to Hugh Watson

who will prove to be an adept and able replacement,

provided he can dodge the pile of falling pampers.

2007 promises to be an excellent season - already

Emma & Jody have got some great events lined up

and we’re visiting a couple of the best sailing venues

in the World for our Nationals and Europeans. Please

check out the details in this issue for more informa-

tion on both of these venues and get booking trailers

with Sailboat Deliveries or Tony Ainsworth to Sardin-

ia, and the accommodation for Abersoch. It’s peak

season holiday time at this point in the year, and

therefore accommodation will go quickly.

Congratulations to the raffle prize winners at Rock,

amongst the prizes was a foil bag, top cover and a

new jib - all you needed to do was to be entered for

the Nats and get your number pulled ‘out of the hat’

at the end of the prize giving  - more of the same in

Abersoch 2007

See you on the circuit! - Greg
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UK Series Round 4 Chew Valley SC 14-15 Apr Confirmed

UK Series Round 5 Datchet Water SC (Middx) 28-29 Apr Confirmed

UK Series Round 6 Broadstairs (Kent) 12-13 May Confirmed

UK Series Round 7 Grafham Water (Cambs) 2-3 June Confirmed

UK Series Round 8 Felixstowe Ferry SC (Suffolk) 9-10 June Confirmed

European Champs YC Cagliari, Sardinia, Italy 26-29 June Confirmed

National Champs SCYC, Abersoch, N. Wales 28-31 July Confirmed

UK Series Round 1 Hayling Island (Hants) 8-9 Sept Confirmed

UK Series Round 2 Rutland SC (Leics) 13-14 Oct Confirmed

UK Series Round 3 & End
of Term Party

Weymouth (WPNSA - Dorset) 27-28 Oct Confirmed

Provisional Calendar 2007

Other Events with 4K Representation

Tiger Trophy Rutland SC 3-4 Feb Open Event, with handi-
cap and pursuit

Easter Regatta Royal Lymington YC 6-9 April Multi-Class Open with
Fleet Starts available

Abersoch Dinghy Week SCYC, Abersoch 22-27 July Regatta Week - tune up
for the Nationals!

Tide Ride Hayling Island, Hants 15-16 Sep Multi-Class Short Course
Racing

Important Notes

 UK Series for 2006/7 runs from Nationals 2006 through to Nationals 2007.  4 events from 8 to
count.

 All UK series events will have a 1st start no earlier than 12:00 on the Saturday. Some of these
events may be shared with other classes in which case we will have our own class start.

 Please keep an eye on the website for the latest information on events, including accommodation
information, social plans etc
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Nationals 2007 - SCYC, Abersoch, North Wales
It’s a return to Abersoch for the 4K fleet, having last visited in 1997 to this gorgeous part of N. Wales. If you

haven’t been to Abersoch before then you’re in for a treat. We’re being hosted by SCYC (www.scyc.co.uk)

who have a track record of successfully running major championships year in year out. Last year they ran

the 107 boat Firefly champs and the 60 boat SB3 Nats, both of which were blessed with strong breezes

(although it was a bit too windy for the SB3 on their trip back to Pwllheli, but they’ve assured us that the

fleets’ donations to the RNLI were substantial!)

Key Facts: -

 SCYC is located on the Llyn Pensinula

 N. Wales on an E. Facing bay, which means

that generally the water should be a bit flatter

than Rock!

 Event Dates are 28-31st July, which is a

Sat-Tue format, but the week before is Aber-

soch Dinghy Week, also run by SCYC and is a

good fun friendly sailing week.

 Abersoch is a very popular summer holiday

location (particularly with our friends in the

North) and therefore you need to book your

accommodation early - there’s a range of

guest houses and B&B’s. Abersoch is a ‘park

the car for the duration venue’ so you want to

be nearish the club, anywhere within a short

walk of the Vaynol (pub) would be good.

 Launching is easy but it’s a sandy beach so

bring your flip flops and buckets and spades!

 There’s lots and lots to do in the area includ-

ing beach games, long walks, surfing at hells

Top: Beach Scene from Firefly Nationals

Photo © Paul Jenkins WKSC

Below: Firefly Sailors Beach Party

mouth, windsurfing off the main beach and others, so bring the toy cabinet and stay for a week

 We are sharing the event with the Laser 2000 fleet, which judging by Rutland should enable some

successful inter-fleet social mixing!!

 Try http://www.abersoch.co.uk/accommodation/agencies.htm  for more details of accomodation

In terms of getting there then it’s 2 hours drive along the North Wales Coast from Chester - there are

other routes but if you like to tow fast this is the way to go. Try and avoid leaving London at 3pm on

the Friday though as it will take all night due to summer holiday traffic!!
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European Champs 2007 - Sardinia - 26-29 June ‘07
Location: Cagliari, Sardinia (Southern Tip of the country)

 Sailing from: YC Cagliari - in the marina - http://www.yachtclub-cagliari.com/

 Guaranteed Sunshine & Force 4 every day and over 30 Italian boats attending

 Lots of great sandy beaches next to the sailing club - 13km of the beach in total - ideal for the

Scottish, based on their performance in Bandol, or for beach volleyball or other recreation!!!!

 Book your trailer slot now - www.sailboatdeliveries.com or  www.ainsworthdeliveries.com you really

don’t want to have to self-drive, cos it’s a bit further than Garda!

 Fly direct to Cagliari with Easyjet, or other charter airlines, BA fly a summer direct schedule. Make

sure you fly into Cagliari itself as the other Sardinian Airports (on Ryanair routes) are miles away!

 More details to follow on the class website. For tourist information, please see -

http://www.sardi.it/cagliari/index.htm, or for history check - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cagliari

 Google Maps - http://maps.google.co.uk/maps provides a good overview of the geography. Search

for “Poetto, Cagliari” and the sailing club is at the end of “Via Marina Piccola”, near the obvious Marina

to the South-East. Switch to Satellite view and you can even see boats in the dinghy park!
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Chairman’s Chatter

My first task as the new chairman is to formally thank

Chris Gould for filling the post for the past three

years, I think you will agree that he has steered the

class well and we find ourselves in a healthy state. It

is only now that I am learning all of the detail work

he has being doing behind the scenes (funny how he

never told me this before I agreed to take on the

role!) in order to assure the smooth running of the

events.

One thing he did tell me in advance was that the

excellent committee members made his life much

easier and certainly this has proven to be the case. So

thank you Chris and thank you in advance to the

committee members for your continued support.

Although he is not on the committee I would also like

to take the opportunity of thanking Greg Eaton for his

continued work on behalf of the class and for his

efforts in producing 4Play for us all to read.

As a class I think we are in a good state, we have

some excellent flagship events and I think we need to

maximise the publicity of these to ensure we remain

healthy in the future. I have always believed that the

core of any class are not those who get mentioned in

the reports for being the front runners but those who

come along to the events just because they love it

and want test themselves. It is easy to take this group

– who make up the bulk of any fleet - for granted but

this is something we must never do. It is vitally

important that we maintain the standard within the

fleet and on this basis I intend to put in place meas-

ures that will encourage and develop the fleet.  I have

already made a start to this with the post event

debrief which seem to have been well received. We

will continue with our newcomers training event but

I intend to organise some coaching – most likely at

events – for those already active within the class. I do

have some other more ambitious ideas as well, but

more of those in the future.

2007 looks like being an important season for the

class, the event in Sardina has created a lot of

excitement and many people who had drifted away

from the class are looking at making a comeback just

because of that one event, so we must do our best to

maximise the success of the event and the publicity

we can derive from it before during and after it takes

place.

See you all on the water next year.

Hugh 4536, in action in Bandol below
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ROCKing Nationals

Its always refreshing to go to a new venue and the

incredibly scenic Rock Sailing Club proved to be

superb and enthusiastic hosts of an excellent and

hard fought championship held in a variety of condi-

tions and sea states. The buzz before the champion-

ship was  all about the quality of  the fleet.  A

combination of class regulars, returnees and guest

appearances meant that no one was prepared to say

who was favourite – exactly as it should be in this one

design weight equalised class.

Day one was sailed in a dying 8 knot breeze which

almost disappeared completely for the second race.

First blood went to former champion and recently

crowned   RS800 European champion  Peter  Barton

sailing with Roz Allen counting 3,2 after an amazing

recovery in the second race in very fickle conditions.

Another  notable  performance came from Thelma

Cooper who was  well up  the  leader  board after

winning the second race.

On the way out to the start of day two the 45 boats

entered were treated to a display of why the North

coast of Cornwall is so famous for its surfing. Some

enormous waves had to be negotiated on the way out

to the start and once on the racecourse there was a

huge swell that would make boats and marks disap-

pear completely from view. This combined with only

a 10 knot breeze made things very difficult. With 4

races sailed to make up the schedule it was Hugh

Watson and Susanna Bickford who moved to the top

of the leader board adding 2,1,5,2 to their 1,20 from

the previous day. Also showing well were Mark Cot-

grove and Ian Gotts who had and excellent set of

results so far - apart from a black flag OCS from each

day. Peter Barton's superb series continued with

5,5,1,4 to keep himself in second overall.

After two light days, day three provided a very differ-

ent test. Although the wind was only 20 knots there

were some strong gusts from the windward cliffs –

this combined with a huge and difficult seaway and

the ominous thunder-like crashing of the waves on

the leeward cliffs, provided some very testing condi-

tions.

The racing  - 2 days

after racing ended - it was

blowing 80 knots,

although doesn’t look like

it here!
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This was the first time that current 4000 European

champions and full time 49er sailors John Wilson and

James Barker really showed themselves at the front

although a broken kicker hampered their progress,

and they dropped down to 3rd as Martin Boyde & Ed

Wilton won the race from Barton and Allen.

The race was also notable for overnight leaders

Watson & Bickford breaking a shroud and losing their

mast. At this point their championship aspirations

looked over. However after the first race the OOD

took the decision that conditions on the sea course

were too dangerous and that the next two races

would be sailed in the estuary. The time taken to

reorganise was just enough for them to be towed in,

and - in a wonderful piece of sportsmanship - be

offered the use of none other than the defending

champions boat for the remaining two races of the

day. A team of fellow competitors then helped to

swap sails, rack & weight settings etc across.

By the time the racing began again the wind had

increased still further and two very intense five lap

races were held within the confines of the estuary.

Barton and Allen regained the championship lead

after 2,1,OCS for the day, with Watson and Bickford

rewarding all those who helped them with 2,8 to

remain just three points off the lead. Again Cotgrove

and Gotts had some good results and their daily OCS

leaving them still in with a chance on the final day but

with no discards left.

For the final day the swell in the bay and the breaking

waves on the way out to the racecourse meant that

it was unsafe to sail outside, so there was a delay as

the tide came in enough sail in the estuary. Although

at first glance the title battle looked like a straight

fight between Barton and Watson, Cotgrove and

Wilson in 3rd and 4th overall could still win if they had

a stellar day. In the 12 knot breeze it was Watson and

Bickford who won the first race from Cotgrove and

Gotts, With Barton 4th, things were now tied on

points with 2 races to go. Barton then convincingly

won the second race whilst Watson could do no

better then 11th after an incident at the start.

Into the deciding race and Watson needed to win with

Barton 4th or worse. On the second lap they were

first and second only yards apart when Barton played

his joker, built up from an immaculately consistent

series, he was able to sail Watson & Bickford off the

race course, dropping them to 10th and securing the

title.

Making a welcome return to the class Peter Barton

became the first helm ever to win the title twice after

a very classy performance. He and Roz Allen put

together a textbook series of top 5 results making

them very worthy champions.

1st Peter Barton & Roz Allen (Royal Lym)

2nd Hugh Watson & Susannah Bickford (Pagham)

3rd Mark Cotgrove & Ian Gotts

4th John Wilson & James Barker

5th Mark Heather & Doug Horner

6th John Reynolds & Fran Howell (Grafham)

7th Tom Glanfield & Nick Alp (Exe)

8th Al Hodgson & Kevin Reed

9th Chris Webber & James Dickinson (O&CSS)

10th Kevin Barnard & Richard Warden
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Cameltastic Photies

The “up the creek” sailing

area. This  is the area  we

raced  in  on the

Mon/Tuesday but with more

water in it! The sailing club

is just out of shot to the left

Most of the houses the sail-

ors rented, had views  like

this  - oh and it  was gor-

geously sunny all week

Saturday night BBQ at the club was a BYO

number, but seemed to work for most people

provided you managed to avoid Tara stealing

your burger.....

Free boat tuning advice from the

guy that wins the champs always

come in handy. Hopefully some-

one bought Pete a pint in Hayling
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Cameltastic Photies Too

Light. Lumpy and strong

tides, made getting round the

offset mark tricky for all

Kev & Rich had an annoying

habit of being  rather well

placed  indeed at the  first

mark!

I’m sure there’s a windward

mark round here somewhere!
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UK Series Roundup

Event 6 – Hayling Hurricane

A gentle trip down the A3 to HISC was the first stop

for the class ‘on the road’ post the nationals, and

what an amusing weekend it proved to be. Sharing

the event with the 29ers and a handful of B14s, we

arrived to what appeared to be 25 knots straight

onshore. The lure of the Hayling bar or was it the beer

had proved too strong for several class notables who

re-appeared in force, following episodes of being lost

changing pampers or being led astray by SB3s. A

postponement to 2pm, provided the opportunity for

Pete and Roz to demonstrate their strong wind boat-

handling to the watching 29er fleet; luckily the spec-

tators had disappeared for the later ‘’coming ashore”

lesson, which spared the champions’ blushes.

Having ventured out to sea and come back a lot

wetter the committee boat setup a course in the main

part of the harbour, with the windward mark cunning-

ly placed in easy spectator viewing off the clubhouse.

Pete & Roz led the charge up the first beat, going left

up the Winner Bank which proved to be correct call,

whilst local hero Doug Baker led a gaggle up the right

hand side, thus Pete & Roz won the first race convinc-

ingly . By the second race the majority of the fleet

figured out left was fast, and again Pete & Roz led the

way round only to be greeted with the sound of

silence, handing the win to Chris Webber & David

Steed followed by the new pairing of Greg Eaton &

Nick Alp. Race 3 was much of the same although the

2 lap course caught out a few of the fleet who didn’t

know their flags, and the requirement to go though

the gate on the last leg catching out a few notables

such as Katrina Percy & Susannah Bickford. For the

last race the breeze really kicked in and gusting to 30

knots, it was more a question of keeping the boat

going downhill ok, and picking a line through up-

turned 29ers - we managed to scare a few of them

with close calls, but no major damage done. Notable

‘swimmers’ on the first lap of the last race included

Chris & David, Huw Powell & Toby Linnell and Mark

Hever & Doug Warner. Going back up the second

beat there was much discussion in various boats

about how entertaining the run had been and how

‘keeping plastic bits under flappy things’ was the

requirement for the next downwind leg. Unfortunate-

ly the race committee kept us on our toes by shorten-

ing at the windward mark and thus avoiding another

lap of downwind sleigh rides, or destruction and

swimming.

Sunday dawned a little windier and with it forecast to

pick up the committee did the sensible thing and

canned it at 11am, thus leaving us with the rest of the

day free for alternative fun and games.

Event 7 – Inland Champs@ Rutland

If there ever was a better advertisement for the close

racing generated from the strict one-design, and

weight equalisation of the Laser 4000 Class, then this

weekend UK series event would be hard to top. Helm

weights from less than 60 to over 100 kg, 5 different

race winners in a six race series, and 3 different lady

helms getting ‘top 5 results’ all successfully managed

by Rutland’s race team. Sharing the water with other

laser classes including the 2000, Vagos and 5000’s

added to the sense of the occasion.
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With a touch of fog resting on the water, cups of tea

and catching up on gossip was the order of the day

before the fleet went afloat in 5-10 knots. Race 1

quickly looked like it was turning into a match race

between current National Champ, Peter Barton sailing

with Simon Knatchbull (Royal Lym) and John Rey-

nolds & Fran Howell (Grafham) , however on the last

beat “the yellow boat” sailed by Al Hodgson & Kevin

Reed (Upton Warren) stole in from the right to sneak

the first place.  Race 2 and a big cloud over the dam

suggested a left shift was in the offing and Greg Eaton

& Nick Alp (Burghfield) and James Bradbury & Erica

Garner (Chew Valley) were the only boats to spot it,

and port tacked the fleet to a clear 1-2. As the race

 became slightly processional Greg and Nick

cruised to finish first ahead of ‘the yellow boat’ and

Helen & David Harbour (HISC). The breeze increased

for race 3 with regular wiring downwind proving to be

to the liking of Chris Webber & James Dickinson (O&

CSS) who won from Peter & Simon and the ‘yellow boat’

A live band on the Saturday night and some excellent

tucker from Rutland’s catering crew helped refresh

the weary sailors, although several of Everard’s finest

seemed to help things along. Sunday dawned some-

what windier that Sat and with less fog which helped

ensure everyone was up for the 10:30 1st start. Pete

& Simon proved to be the master of the conditions,

scoring a 1,3,1 to win the event . JP Marks & Rich Guy

(O&C SS) nailed on the fifth race leading from start

to finish, and combined with a 6 and a 2 finished the

event in 4th place overall. The last race helped resolve

the remainder of the minor placings and Kev & Al did

enough to finish ahead of Chris & James and despite

Greg & Nick nailing the port end start and leading

round the first lap they contrived to throw it away on

the last lap and had to settle for 5th overall.

Event 8 - Datchet

Well the final event of the year was a bit of a light

wind nail biter, with big gains to be made by racing

in the pressure In the end Chris Webber & JD won

from Tom & Toby (guest-starring for Dr. Alp) and

then the rest of the bunch. Apparently racing with

the club racing wasn’t that great an experience, but

luckily your Ed had chose to go team racing with

some others...

Congratulations to Al & Kevin and Jon & Fran

for attending all 8 events in the series which

is worthy of a prize in itself!

OVERALL SERIES RESULTS - Top 8 below, full

results on the web

1 4589 Tom Glanfield Nick Alp Exe SC 8

2 4518 Al Hodgson Kevin Reed Upton Warren SC 9

3 4223 Chris Webber James Dickenson O&C SS 10

4 4682 Jon Reynolds Fran Howell Grafham Water 11

5 4597 Huw Powell Paul Eden Red Wharf Bay 12

6 4637 Mark Heather Doug Hornor Wilsonian 21

7 4038 Kevin Barnard Rich Warden Somewhere SC 24

8 4052 Chris Gould Jo Morrison Island Barn 32
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(1) John & Fran

Caption Competition
You know the score - visit the chat page and post your wittiest caption to these photos.

(2) In the bar - look closely!

(3) Nick B on a surfboard
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Interview with the Chamption - Pete Barton on 4k’s
Well we finally got Pete out of a boat and sat him down for 30 minutes to get his views on the nationals,

the class and why he spends some of his time sailing classes other than the 4k. Despite having the follow-

ing roll of honour - Pete is actually a very down to earth bloke, and is happy to give anyone advice on boat

tuning, or general sailing - if you see him in the bar or the dinghy park - don’t be afraid to go and pick his

brains!
Laser 4000 European Champion 2001 & 2003

Laser 4000 National Champion 2003 & 2006

RS800 Europcup Champion 2006

2nd 18’ Skiff European Championships 2005 &

2006.

Sailing at Rock, as it was such a fantastic venue, due

to it being very pretty and with a good variety of

sailing. Good to catch up with some old friends in the

class.

Yes, what can I say [Pete’s actually a bit lost for

words here]

I was already focused on doing the RS800 inlands

and getting a result there (note this event clashed

with Endeavour) . Having won the Europeans I

thought I had a good chance at the Inlands. With the

4K nationals only being 3 weeks before the Endeav-

our, I didn’t think that was long enough to have a

good preparation for the event. You can’t prepare too

much as it’s all in borrowed boats but since Garda I’ve

had the Inlands booked in my calendar and focused

on that.

1996, just after the second ever 4K nationals which

were in Restronguet where we had “Big Thursday”

[Ed’s note – this was where the fleet went out in the

harbour in a breeze that got up to above F6, and over

14 rigs were dropped on the one day!]

The class has matured, you don’t get the gigantic

fleets that we had in those days where you go away

and race against 75 boats. Whilst the racing is just as

good, arguably even better for having 30 boats, the

difference it makes is in the Saturday night socials,

and less funds available for discos etc. Also clubs tend

to want the bigger fleets, but the racing is just as

good.

I think the 4000 class has a history of successful

sailors in the class moving onto other classes, so you

do get movement away of experienced sailors. How-
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ever it’s great to see lots of competitive new faces on

the circuit, especially with the students, and recent

ex-student sailors joining us

I much prefer the mixed fleet events, especially if you

mix with different fleets each time as it gives you a

chance to meet lots of different people from different

parts of the country and different walks of life. The

additional numbers of people can only add to the fun

of Saturday night. It’s also good to see other classes

on the water, especially the cute girls in the 29ers!

Each class has encourages development of a different

skill, and it’s the cross over of techniques from one

class to another that ups your general level of sailing.

For example sailing an 18’ skiff you just go for speed,

fast in a straight line. Sailing an RS700 and you learn

to trapeze and steer at the same time. Sailing a 4K

encourages tactical positioning, as you tend to go

similar speeds and thus it’s all about relative boat

placement. That’s something I’ve learned from 4K’s

and the applied in a faster boat to my advantage, as

often it’s not something that 18’ skiff sailors do as well.

I only had 2 weeks preparation for the nationals as it

was a late decision to buy the boat and do the

nationals. I did manage to squeeze quite a lot of

hours into those weeks, including a couple of evening

sails and quite a lot of boat work. I only spent around

£80 and £60 of that were new spreaders. The sails

we used were the sails that came with the boat, but

luckily it came with a new jib.

Definitely, we’ve sailed a lot together this year having

previously sailed 4K’s together in 2001. Roz is a

fantastic crew with lots of experience sailing with

other good helms.  She’s also very focused on doing

well so that helps if I’m having an off moment.

Rather than trying to do everything better than

everyone else, I try to do everything as well as the

‘specialist’ in those conditions. – i.e. if I can hang with

Doug & Hils upwind in a breeze and still be quick in

the light and shifty then no-one is going to get a

massive jump on me in any given condition and over

the course of a regatta, having a more complete

‘package’ than the rest of the fleet, would suggest I

should finish nearer the front than the back.

Definitely – the starts and boat-on-boat positioning is

very important. Team-racing teaches a lot of very

important lessons. In the winter of 2002 probably

nobody in the World did more practice starts than our

team-racing team in the run-up to the ISAF Worlds.

In the subsequent fleet racing season, I was abso-

lutely on-fire when it came to starting.
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Well it’s down the individual, but dinghy racing is an

intriguing contest with a gigantic number of interre-

lated variables. Break down the challenge into small

bite size chunks.

1) Make yourself a long list of everything you need to

improve (take advice)

2) Work on another longer sub- list of how you are

going to do that for each (may need advice)

3) Aim to tick off everything on the list by Easter.

4) Refine it all by Sardinia

I think they are a fantastic idea and I fully support

them, especially if it helps the mid-fleet sailor improve.

The most fun place to finish in an event is 3rd or 4th,

as you’ve got a ‘taste of victory’ with still something

to work towards.

It would be great to see the continuation of new

blood joining the fleet. I’d also like to see the Italians

matching the Brits in terms of performance – I’d like

to see 5 Italian boats in the top 10 in Sardinia as that

would be great for the class as they are so enthusias-

tic. It was good to see them get 3 in the top 10 in

Garda, but lets see if they can make it 5. I’m sure I

could make myself available for some coaching if they

wished!

Having been there twice with 18 skiffs and had a

great time then yes, I’m really looking forward to it.

In fact it was one of the reasons behind me buying

back into the fleet.

It’s a little more effort in terms of getting there, but

will be really worth-while once you’re out there, and

the little extra effort makes it feel all that more special.

Photo below - Skiffing in Sardinia

Started sailing in my teens, helming a mirror, then

quickly moved to helming a 420 and then the Europe.

I then learnt to crew in the 4000 sailing with Andy

Budgen then Derek Clarke and Liz Walker. I moved into

the B14 with Rob Larke for a year to go and do the

worlds in Sydney. After the worlds Rob and I moved

into the RS800, which had just come out, and I sailed

it for four years with the likes of Barry Edging-

ton, Neil Upton-Brown and Ricky Tagg. I took a couple

of years out of sailing and then returned this year and

started sailing with Pete.

Obviously he knows how to keep the stick above the

water and seems to have a knack of getting a boat to

move through the water pretty quick, but he is just
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so enthusiastic about sailing that you can’t help

but enjoy it. He also wants to do as best he can so is

always keen to put in the extra time to get results.

I’m not sure we really have roles, although he’ll

probably contradict me on that. Its more a case of I

know what my jobs are and he just does as he is told

(just kidding).

Start: We chat about what we are going to do and

then sometimes stick to the plan. As we go into

sequence I give him info as to what’s going on around

us and obviously a count down, so he can concentrate

on his transit and positioning, he is also a very keen

starter so I tend to be the nagging in his ear that

keeps on about how close he is pushing the line. He

of course just ignores me and always goes for it

anyway.

Upwind particularly in the lighter stuff it’s a case of

communication, discuss what you both think, two

minds are better than one, crew needs to be looking

for where the breeze is and is coming from, as well as

what everyone else is up to as much a possible to help

leave the helm to concentrate on keeping the boat

moving.

Downwind, pretty much Pete’s call, I just play with

the kite and try to keep Pete from aiming towards a

camera boat, as he can’t resist a picture.

Practise. We probably put more time in outside of

racing than most to work on what we are doing,

especially boat handling. The more you get out into

big breeze (and the light if you are feeling really keen)

the easier and quicker life becomes and the less you

get shouted at. Most people just go out and do the

racing and then head back in to the bar (obviously

training at the bar is also important) but you can’t

discuss or break down what you are doing and you are

always under pressure, so even if you can’t find the

time to go out other than for a Sunday club race

at least stay out after racing for a bit and practise.

Other than that communication, keep talking to each

other all round the course.

s?

I’m really impressed with how welcome I have been

made to feel this time round, especially as I have

come back into the fleet pretty much knowing no

one, and so many people have made the effort to

make me feel part of the fleet.

COPY & PHOTOS WANTED

For future 4Plays, get out your PC and send me

something interesting, original and 4K related,

We also like lots of photos so can choose the best

4play@laser4000.org.uk
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Coming Soon - New Website
James Bradbury has been hard at work following the

last event giving our website a complete overhaul,

and whilst it might not be launched quite yet - it’s

definitely coming soon.

The focus was on improving the design, tailoring

content to prospective members as well as the die-

hard enthusiasts (us!) but above all else making it

really easy for any member of the committee to

update any section at any time, without needing to

“ask James!”

We also wanted to clarify where you can find the

latest information on events, results etc  - so rather

than buried in the forums, the  “Home Page” will

be the place to go and visit for the latest news

about anything 4k related.

www.laser4000.org.uk

Winter Racing?
Fancy freezing your nuts off with a spot of Winter

Racing ? - Well then you might want to check out one

of these venues where a bunch of 4000’s will be

gathering:

Grafham - Asymmetric Series - 4 Sundays

Hayling - Winter Series - Sat/Sun run upto Xmas

Datchet - Winter Warmup 10/11th & 17/18th Feb

For more details then check out the chat page on the

website.

Check out those Spreaders!
One of those important safety checks over the winter

are your spreaders. Sure, you’re saying all they do is

just hold the mast up? Yes, but experience tells us that

from time to time they don’t get set up properly so if

you’ve just bought a new boat it’s worth checking them

out, and for some bizarre reason they do tend to move

a little after a period of time. (how,  I’ve no idea!)

To check them out,  put a piece of string/shockcord

across the tips (see photo) and then measure the

distance to the back of the mast. This should be

150mm +/- 10mm. My other top tip is to liberally cover

the studs in Vaseline prior to inserting into the barrels,

as this means you stand a chance of adjusting them 18

months later without them having seized solid.

(use of latex gloves to keep your hands clean is

strictly optional! [he'd been decorating - mini-Ed])
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Newbies go Wild in Greece -

Gus Cameron

Stop me if you’ve heard this one before, but 4Ks can

be seriously quick.  Quite how quick Jan and I didn’t

really know when we decided that one would be the

perfect first dinghy.  We’d sailed the 3K before (fun

but too small) and reasoned we wanted something

that could keep our interest for a few seasons.  We

picked up a nice example with all the goodies and

trotted off to the class association training weekend

at Grafham while keeping a nervous eye on the

weather.  Predictably it blew up and, as we got blown

into oblivion, we reflected on the wisdom of our

choice.

Back home at Chew Valley we found a) we could keep

the boat upright in a breeze of less than ten knots, b)

righting lines are very useful in a breeze greater than

10 kts, and c) the crew’s bruise count is directly

proportional to the helms competence.  In an effort to

increase the latter and reduce the former, we looked

 around for sailing holidays and picked

Wildwind’s operation in Vassiliki, Lefkas, mainly ‘cos

a bloke down our club who owns a 49er said it “were

a right good crack in the  cross-shore”.  Digging

around it turned out that everyone else chose Minor-

ca  Sailing but, undeterred by the naysayers and

buoyed by a two-for-the-price-of-one discount, we

boarded a plane for the Ionians.

Wildwind was originally a Hobie 16 centre and attract-

ed the usual mix of plasterers, brickies and ne'er-do-

wells associated with sailing cats.  Over the past few

years the fleet has expanded to embrace monohulls,

including two 4Ks, an RS800 and a 49er.  Most people

still go there to sail the cats so we were able to get a

4K every time we wanted one.  There are about ten

staff/instructors and 30-40 punters, of whom about

70% are on a return visit.  Wildwind occupies an

fantastic location on Vassiliki bay but butts up beside

a 200+ windsurf operation next door.  This can make

coming back to the beach on a broad reach in a F5

interesting.  After a while you realise you just have

pick your course, hope the mad fools don’t fall off and

remind yourself it’ll hurt them more than it’ll hurt you

(probably).  Talking of F5s, the local conditions are

the reason why Wildwind is based where it is.  The

huge shallow bay heats up in the sun, the air rises

and the vacuum sucks in cold, fast moving air off the

mountain tops.  The cross-shore doesn’t happen

every afternoon, but three times in our first week and

every day in the second we saw the flags swing

around, the water ripple in a mysterious fashion and

heard the goats bleating on the hills.  Time to get on

the water as there is some serious wind a-coming

down the mountain.

Typically the cross-shore gusts up to 22-25 kts, but

watch out for the pesky F7s as they will get you.  It

was here that my crew and I won several prizes for

the most capsizes, each different in their own special

way.  But we did manage to progress from “go out in

that? It’s worse than a spring training weekend in

Grafham” to “whoo-hoo, this looks like a bit of wet

fun” over the course of our two weeks.

Instruction was a bit haphazard, as only three of the

staff had any real experience of asymmetric mono-

hulls and they were often tied up with other duties.

Quite a few of the other punters seemed to be there

to lie by the pool and get taken out on joyrides on

Hobies by the staff; nothing wrong with 20 kts boat

speed I guess, but we just couldn’t generate any

enthusiasm for boats that need stabilisers.
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Anyway, someone reckoned we managed 22 kts with the

kite up, just before we attempted a gybe and went for a

swim.  Towards the end of our stay I realized my crew

had a competitive urge, and that urge manifested itself as

really, really wanting to beat “the bloody cats” come race

day.  In the end, our prize for coming second (across the

line and on elapsed, behind a Hobie Tiger since you ask)

was a couple of large and dodgy cocktails handed out at

the Zeus bar after the rock and roll band had played in

honour of Eric at the Tuesday night BBQ.  You kinda had

to be there.  So if you want to improve your big wind boat

handling, and get to blow someone else’s spinnaker

instead of your own (sorry guys), remember there’s a

couple of 4Ks in Greece that are just crying out to be sailed.

View of the bay, Wildwind is approximately ½ way

along the beach Gus & Jan belting upwind albeit with-

out Eric doing the business.

Target Practice

Most Days start

here - The infamous

‘Zeus’ bar, which

stays open till the

last one has left -

walking home as

the sky gets lighter

is commonplace!!
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Vassiliki or Menorca - You Decide?
Thanks to Gus for his excellent report on a trip to Wildwind @ Vassiliki, and whilst we haven’t a report on

Menorca, the editor has pulled togoether some comparative information on Vass vs. Menorca for those of

you thinking of a week in the sun with a holiday co, and a bit of 4K sailing as well.

Menorca - Strengths

 The best equipped sailing centre in the med, nowhere else comes close - think of a dinghy park with

all the toys and take your pick, 4Ks, RS’s, 9ers, Muto Skiffs , and lots and lots of them

 Top quality instruction - many of the legends of the 4K fleet taught sailing for a while in Menorca

including Tara PF, Jon Modral, Chris Gould, Jamie Mc, Jo S.

 Boats rigged & de-rigged for you, just grab your buoyancy aid step in and go

 Strong emphasis on racing and racing skills development as part of the program

 Good for families, small hamlet on the sandy beach, very safe and good child-care

 The only place to Windsurf formula kit abroad I’ve ever found

Menorca - Weaknesses

 Cost - it’s very, very expensive, think a week skiing in Zermatt and than add a bit more (a lot more

at high season) - can be a bit ‘chelsea on sea’ at half term, kids holidays

 Social - It tends not to get the 25-40 set due to the cost so socially it’s pretty dull, unless you score

an instructor and hang round with them

 Breeze - as a virtually land-locked bay the breeze is not thermally driven and you can easily get a

week of light breezes

 Recent feedback (May ‘06) is that standards of instructors are not quite so 5* as per previous trips

Vass - Strengths

 High Party Factor - The Zeus bar and the ‘bluejuice’ has been the ruin of many a poor boy

 Good for windsurfing, strong wind boat handling  - when Eric is firing - 20 knot blasting is the order

of the day

 Better for singles/couples - lots of 20/30 somethings, means that its much more fun and sociable than

Menorca - though blowing 500 Euros on the bar tab is quite easily done.

 Sunday transfer so one less days holiday than Menorca which is Friday transfers

Vass - Weaknesses

 Breeze - Outside ‘peak season’ June/July can be a little hit and miss, I once experienced 2.5 hours

planing in one week’s holiday in August, and that was on the first day!

 More laid-back vibe than Menorca, more left to get on with it in terms of sailing, rather than being

actively coached.

 Bloody Mosquitos, so spray up before you got out and keep those windows and doors closed.
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About 4Play
4Play is published by the Laser 4000 Class Association on an ad-hoc basis, basically when we’ve had enough

fun to knock some copy together. For more information on the class then please visit our website

www.laser4000.org.uk or to contact the editor with scandalous stories, top tips and other content then please

email 4play@laser4000.org.uk.  Please note that the opinions expressed here are the opinions of the

individual contributors and do not represent the official views of the class. For more information on the class

the please visit the website @

www.laser4000.org.uk

Photo Credits
Land based photos in this issue have been provided by various members of the class including the Editor

Water based action shots from the Nationals (out to sea) have by been provided by CJ Nautical Imaging -

http://www.cj-nautical-imaging.co.uk Nationals  including the cover of the magazine, and the closing shot

above. Photos from racing inside the estuary provided by Green Beach Gallery / Luke Fox.

Shore based photos kindly donated by members of the class association

Closing Shot


